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Intel Information Security Addendum 
Appendix B (Supplement) 

 

Outsourced Development Center (ODC) Supplier Security Measures 
This document is a supplement to the Information Security Addendum, Appendix B – 
“Outsourced Development Center Security”. The document is not legal binding and only aims at 
clarifying the expectations and requirements listed in the Intel Information Security Addendum 
for ODCs, Appendix B. 

 
1. Security Governance and Compliance 

 
ISA Expectation Requirement Description 

1.1. Intel will evaluate each ODC 
against security controls as outlined in 
the Information Security Addendum 
and this Appendix B – Outsourced 
Development Center Security. 

 

a. Intel reserves the right to inspect all 
ODC locations, including but not 
limited to their physical security and 
the security of on-site compute and 
network devices. 

 

b. Supplier must enable remote audit 
capability of ODC computers and 
network devices on request. This 
includes allowing and enabling Intel to 
use Vulnerability Scanning services. 

1. Supplier are expected to whitelist the IPs and Ports provided by 
Intel to enable remote scanning of vulnerabilities on the devices used 
in Intel's project. 

2. IPs may be Intel's owned or could be of a third party on Intel's 
behalf to run scans. 

3. Supplier may share firewall rules configured for Intel's project. 

1.2. Supplier must ensure security 
requirements are adhered to and 
remain consistent throughout the 
duration of the project and support 
contract including its termination 
phase. 

 

a. Supplier must implement a 
compliance audit program to measure 
ODC controls efficacy. 
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b. Upon request, Supplier must 
provide Intel with Compliance reports. 

Supplier must provide periodic compliance review reports along with 
Risk mitigation plan for the identified risks or non-compliance 

1.3. Supplier and Authorized 
Personnel must not implement 
anything that would bypass security 
controls for the ODC and /or Intel 
Assets. 

Examples include (but are not limited to) MAC spoofing, Piggy 
backing, installing keylogger or any kind of network traffic analyzer. 

1.4. Exceptions must be in writing and 
include: 

 

a. Approval by an Intel Vice President 

Exceptions when raised will undergo an Information Security Risk 
Assessment and the exception which gets "High Risk" severity rating 
will need Intel Vice President's approval. Other exceptions with a 
rating of "Moderate Risk” or "Low Risk" may be approved at lower 
management levels.  

b. A description 
Exception must have a clear description of what is required that is 
not already part of granted access. 

c. A justification Exception must clearly state the business justification and impact. 

d. A list of persons to which it applies, 
and which is limited to only those who 
need it to deliver the contracted 
service 

Exception must clearly identify the all-inclusive scope of persons who 
need it to deliver contracted services.  

e. An end date for the exception which 
is as short as feasible but must not 
exceed 90 days from approval. i.e. a 
new approval is required after 90 days. 

1. Exception must be kept to a minimal period and must not exceed 
90 days. In a scenario where an exception is required for more than 
90 days, it should be renewed and reviewed by Intel. Intel will then 
review the request to understand if the exception falls under 
category of exception or a permanent requirement. 
 
2. Supplier must ensure any exception that has expired cannot be 
implemented.  

f. A plan to remediate lack of 
compliance when possible or a 
proposal to mitigate risks exposed by 
lack of compliance. 

Supplier must propose a risk mitigation plan for the identified Non-
Compliance or Risks identified during inspection with a timeline of 
closure based on the risk severity level.  
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2. Worker Security 
 

ISA Expectation  Requirement Description 

2.1. Upon request, Supplier must 
provide the result from background 
verification checks for workers 
assigned to Intel Projects. 

1. Supplier must ensure that each worker assigned to Intel's 
project(s) have completed the background check process. 
 
2. Supplier can conduct the background verification checks or they 
may use a third-party for the background verification.  
 
3. It is required that background checks have a section for education, 
experience, police verification and employee blacklist record. 

2.2. Supplier must immediately 
inform Intel of any criminal 
involvement of a worker assigned to 
Intel projects. 

Supplier must inform Intel Commodity Manager immediately.  

2.3. Supplier must ensure that ODC 
staff complete Intel security training 
within 15 days of onboarding and at 
least annually thereafter. 

1. ODC Staff must complete Intel security awareness training upon 
onboarding.  
 
2. Supplier must maintain a training record of ODC staff training 
status, including specifying the training due or expiration date. 
 
3. Upon request, Supplier should provide the record of training of 
personnel and staff to Intel. 

a. Supplier must immediately disable 
access for any personnel who fails to 
do so. 

 

2.4. Supplier must disclose to Intel in 
writing if similar services or support is 
provided to Intel’s competitors in the 
same facility. 

1. Supplier must ensure that similar services or support provided to 
Intel must not be provided to a competitor of Intel in the same 
facility, without informing Intel's Commodity Manager in writing and 
ensuring approval from Intel.  
 
2. In a scenario where similar services are provided to an Intel's 
competitor in same facility, Intel and the supplier shall do a Risk 
Assessment and take a call post assessment if services can be 
continued based on identified risks and controls. 

2.5. Supplier must ensure that Intel 
projects are not co-located with other 
projects even if both are Intel 
projects. 

Supplier must ensure employees cannot freely pass between working 
spaces or between working areas of two different projects, even if 
both are Intel projects. 

2.6. Supplier’s exit interview with the 
worker must include a review of 
worker’s responsibility to maintain 

When a CW (Contingent worker) leaves the company, the supplier 
must ensure that the CW's exit interview includes a review of the 
employee's responsibility to maintain the non-disclosure terms 
outlined in signed NDAs.  
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the non-disclosure terms outlined in 
signed NDAs. 

2.7. Workers must comply with the 
cool off period outlined in the 
contract for work. 

All CWs (Contingent workers) must comply with the cool off period as 
outlined in the contract.  

 
 

3. Asset Management 
 

ISA Expectation Requirement Description 

3.1. Intel provided client systems 
must remain in the ODC. 

1. Any system or asset provided by Intel will need an exception 
approval to be used outside of the ODC. 
 
2. Supplier must maintain a list of assets provided by Intel along with 
its custodian or owner information.  

 

4. Information Handling, Processing and Protection 
 

ISA Expectation Requirement Description 

4.1. Supplier must always protect 

Intel Assets in any form.  
 

a. Supplier must ensure that Intel 
Assets are not copied or removed from 
ODC without written notice and 
preapproval from Intel. 
 

1. No printed Intel documents are allowed to be taken in or out of 
the ODC area without prior approval from Intel. 
 
2.  Intel documents must not be copied. 
 
3.  Printers and copying machines are strictly not allowed inside the 
ODC, unless pre-approved by Intel (see below) 
 
4. The ODC must have a functional cross-cut paper shredder. 
 
Note: Printers are only allowed after approval from Intel, if there is a 
business need. Supplier need to make sure colored papers are in use 
to differentiate documents belonging to Intel. Supplier must make 
sure that such documents do not leave the ODC.  

b. Supplier must track all Intel Physical 
Assets; Supplier must track Samples by 
unique ID where possible. 

All engineering samples must be tracked at a supplier level and a 
periodic reconciliation report must be generated. This report is 
auditable by Intel (monthly). All the tangible assets must be tracked 
in an Intel System of record. 
  
Preapproval is required before removal of Intel asset or equipment 
from the ODC (including laptops):  
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• Intel CW Sponsor must obtain approval in writing  
• Time frame must be defined  
• Reason for removal clearly stated  
• Record approvals may be audited  
• Update inventory tracking database to assure traceability  
 
Note: Engineering Samples are loose components, Boards w/Silicon, 
systems, Form Factor Reference Design (FFRD) and Solid-State Disks 
(SSD’s) 
 

c. Supplier must regularly validate that 
all items are accounted for. 

Supplier must maintain an Asset Register. All Engineering Samples 
must be tracked at a supplier level and a monthly reconciliation 
report must be generated, and this report is auditable by Intel. 
Supplier must be able to identify asset owners who will be 
accountable for the Intel assets placed in supplier location.  
 
Note: The Asset register must include but not limited to Asset name 
or identification, Serial number, Asset owner name, SOW ID and 
Project name. 
 

d. Supplier will perform inventory 
reconciliation between the Supplier 
and Intel at a frequency defined by 
Intel business unit but at least 
quarterly. 
 

1.Inventory reconciliation between Intel business unit and supplier 
must take place.  
 
2. Verification frequency and sample size to be defined by Intel 
business (Minimum quarterly required)  
 
3. Any discrepancy must be resolved within one week. If there is a 
missing unit, report it to the Intel project lead so that Intel can 
investigate. 
  
4. Reconciliation document will be used as an audit evidence during 
the Intel compliance audit. 
 
5.The Asset Reconciliation document must include but is not limited 
to asset name or identification, serial number, asset owner name, 
SOW ID, Project name and month for when reconciliation occurred. 

e. Supplier must report missing items 
to Intel immediately. 
 

If there is a missing unit, report to the Intel project lead so that Intel 
can investigate. Intel should be made aware and a police report must 
be filed within 48 hours of the incident. 
 
Supplier can also report a lost asset at the link below: 
http://supplier.intel.com/ 
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f. Supplier must lock up Samples and 
physical copies of Intel Information 
Assets when not in use. 

Engineering samples and physical copies of Intel Information must be 
stored in lockable drawers, cabinets or cages when not in use. A 
person authorized by Intel must be accountable for the key 
management. 

g. Supplier must monitor by CCTV the 
storage area for Samples and physical 
copies of Intel Information Assets and 
ensure that at least the past 90 days of 
continuous footage will be available 
for review. 

Supplier must have CCTV monitoring in place for the storage spaces 
for HVPIP, PPHW or Intel Assets. CCTV logs must be stored for 90 
days and these logs are auditable by Intel. 

4.2. Supplier must return to Intel all 
Intel Assets, including but not limited 
to Samples and compute devices 
immediately after project completion 
through Intel’s preferred shipping 
methods.   

1.All Intel assets including but not limited to defective, damaged or 
end-of-life samples must be returned to Intel business owner.  
 
2. Shipping documents shall be retained until the Return 
Merchandize Authorization (RMA) process step has completed.  
 
3. Shipping must be ordered by Intel via a licensed carrier with 
tracking capability and requires signature upon receipt. 

4.3. Supplier must ensure that the 
following electronic devices are not 
allowed into ODC Lab areas, data 
centers, and office area:  
 
a. Any portable electronic storage 
devices, including but not limited to 
USB drives, smartphones, 
smartwatches, and cameras. b. Any 
photography, video and voice 
recording devices, including but not 
limited to cameras, video cameras, and 
smartphones. 

1.Supplier must ensure that the following electronic devices are not 
brought into ODC Lab areas, data centers, and office area:   
a. Any portable electronic storage devices, including but not limited 
to USB drives, smartphones, smartwatches, smart glasses and 
cameras.  
b. Any photography, video and voice recording devices, including but 
not limited to cameras, video cameras, and smartphones.  
 
2. This policy must be reflected in ODC Do's and Don'ts posters and 
signages. 
 
3.  Storage space should be marked outside the ODC to store such 
assets before entering ODC. 
 
4. If there is a business justification to use any of the above-
mentioned items, an InfoSec risk assessment must be completed. 

4.4. Desks and work areas, including 
collaboration areas and white boards, 
must be cleared of all Intel 
confidential information when not in 
use or unattended. 

 

a. Computer screens must be locked 
when not in use. 
 

Employee must lock the computer screen when leaving the desk 
using a password protected screen saver 
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5. Change Management 
 

ISA Expectation  Requirement Description 

5.1. Supplier must report to Intel in 
writing at least 30 days in advance 
any changes that may impact Intel, 
including but not limited to: change of 
office location, addition or removal of 
rooms to an ODC, change in network 
architecture, change of primary 
contacts for Supplier or ODC, etc.  

Any kind of change that impacts Intel, including but not limited to: 
change of office location, addition or removal of rooms to an ODC, 
change in network architecture, change of primary contacts for 
Supplier or ODC, change of worker location etc. must be notified and 
agreed upon with Intel at least 30 days prior to the change. The 
notification should be in writing to Intel Commodity Manager and 
Intel IT InfoSec). Depending on the magnitude of change, an 
appropriate plan of action will be determined. 

 
 

6. Authentication and Access Management 
 

ISA Expectation  Requirement Description 

6.1. Supplier must implement policies 
to prohibit account sharing and 
prevent sharing Intel information with 
Unauthorized Personnel.  

Account sharing is not allowed even if the CWs are working on the 
same project.  
Project Information must not be shared with any unauthorized 
personnel. 
 
This must be a part of ODC Do's and Don'ts poster and signage. 

 
 

7. Physical and Environmental Security 
 

ISA Expectation  Requirement Description 

7.1. Supplier must ensure that access 
to the ODC is restricted to those with 
valid Intel business need. 

Intel ODC is a secured designated area for CWs working for Intel. 
Therefore, no one other than Intel authorized CWs are allowed inside 
the ODC, unless permitted by Intel InfoSec.  
 
Access control system should be implemented to prevent 
unauthorized access to the ODC. Access must be granted only to 
those who are included in the RUNDA.  
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a. Supplier must ensure that all entry 
points are security controlled. 7.1.a.i. 
When an authorized worker no longer 
needs access to an ODC, the Supplier 
must immediately revoke that access. 
7.1.a.ii. Supplier must review all access 
control lists at least every quarter to 
validate effective revoking of 
privileges.  

1. All the entry points of the ODC should be access controlled 
(Examples: RFID tag/readers, Biometrics) 
 
2. Access control system must have an authorized access list. 
 
3. Access to the ODC must be revoked within 12 hours of Last Day 
Office (LDO). 
 
4. The authorized access list must be reviewed and reconciled with 
the access log quarterly. 
 
5. Reconciliation report is auditable by Intel.  
 
6. Any gaps from the reconciliation report must be marked as an 
Incident. 

b. Supplier will ensure that Authorized 
Personnel enforce a strict “no 
tailgating” policy.  

1.Supplier must make CWs aware that tailgating is not permitted into 
the ODC. It must be mentioned in Do's and Don’ts posters and 
signage, and during CW onboarding. 
 
2. Supplier can have a "Do not tailgate" sign. 
 
3. It is recommended that access controls system have an anti-
tailgating and anti-pass back features enabled. 
 
Note:  The anti-pass back feature requires that for every use of a card 
at the “in” reader, there be a corresponding use at the “out” reader 
before the card can be used at the “in” reader again.  

c. Supplier will ensure that all entry 
points, including but not limited to 
doors, windows, false ceilings, etc. 
must: 7.1.c.i. Always be closed and 
locked or otherwise secured to 
prevent entry from Unauthorized 
Personnel. 7.1.c.ii. Have automatic 
closing devices where possible, with 
alarm activation when open for longer 
than thirty (30) seconds.  7.1.c.iii. Be 
alarmed with forced entry, glass break, 
and/or motion sensors.  

1. Supplier will ensure that all entry points, including but not limited 
to doors, windows, false ceilings, etc. must be closed and locked or 
otherwise secured to prevent entry from unauthorized personnel.  
 
2.Entry points must have automatic closing devices where possible, 
with alarm activation when they are open for longer than thirty (30) 
seconds. Any alarm activation should be treated as an Incident.  
 
3.Suppliers entry point must be alarmed with forced entry 
notification, glass break or motion sensors triggering. 
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d. Supplier will ensure that all alarms 
must be monitored 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week. 

All the alarms, sensors should be actively monitored 24x7. Any 
violation should be treated as an Incident. 

e. Supplier will ensure that all 
controlled area ‘emergency exit’ doors 
must sound an alarm when opened.   

Opening an emergency exit door must trigger an audible alarm. The 
security operation center or the building security must be notified 
when the emergency door is opened, check the event triggering the 
alarm and take appropriate action and must be marked as an 
Incident.  

7.2. Supplier must monitor all entries 
and exits with closed circuit television 
(CCTV) and maintain footage for at 
least the last 90 days for review.  

1.All the ODC entrances and exits (incl. emergency exits) points must 
be monitored by CCTV  24x7.  
 
2.CCTV logs must be stored for at least 90 days. 

7.3. Supplier must ensure that all 
Unauthorized Personnel sign in and 
out of ODC area.  

1. All visitors must sign in and out of the ODC area.  
 
2. Visitor logbook must be filled by all visitors. The visitor logbook 
must have mandatory fields such as (but not limited to) visitor name, 
in/out time, date, purpose, escort name.  
 
3. Visitor logbook must not capture PII (Personally identifiable 
information) and SPI (sensitive personal information) 
 
4. Visitor logbook must not have the Intel name, logo, or other 
identifying signage on the cover. 

a. Supplier must retain physical access 
logs for a minimum of 90 days.   

 Visitor logs must be stored for 90 days at minimum. These logs are 
auditable by Intel. 

b. Supplier will ensure that 
Unauthorized Personnel will always be 
escorted. 

All people entering the ODC other than Intel authorized CWs must be 
escorted inside the ODC.  
 
Note: An escort can only be provided by an Intel authorized CW, or 
ODC Security guard. 

c. Supplier’s visitor policy must 
prohibit tours of the area.  

ODC must have a strict no tour policy for visitors. Visitors without a 
business justification are not allowed to enter the ODC. 

d. During an emergency which involves 
the ODC, emergency response 
personnel may access the ODC without 
an escort.  

During an emergency, security personnel or emergency responders 
may enter the ODC without an escort. However, this must be logged 
as an Incident. 
Examples: Natural disaster, fire alarm, employee sickness, crime etc. 

7.4. Supplier must ensure that the 
ODC is not labeled or identified as 

Supplier must ensure that the ODC is not labeled or identified as Intel 
(e.g., signs, evacuation maps, visitor logbook cover, etc.).   
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Intel (e.g., signs, evacuation maps, 
etc.).   

7.5. Supplier must obscure glass and 
windows with a view into the internal 
perimeter of the ODC if allowed by 
local regulations.   

All the glass walls and windows at the internal perimeter must be 
fully frosted to ensure no visibility of the ODC from the outside. If this 
requirement violates any local regulation, Intel must be made aware 
of the conflict in advance. 

7.6. Supplier must ensure that labs 
within the ODC are physically and 
logically isolated from the ODC office 
environment. Supplier must ensure 
that each lab will have unique access 
controls lists. 

Access to Lab environments and HVPIP stores are restricted to those 
who have a business need. Lab must be physically and logically 
(network) Isolated from the ODC area and it requires unique set of 
access controls.   

7.7. Supplier must ensure that all Intel 
telecommunications equipment and 
cabling is in a secure room with 
managed access control that is 
tamperproof.    

The network, server or infrastructure room where the Intel network 
infrastructure resides must be access controlled with access provided 
on a need to know basis. If Intel devices are stored in a dedicated 
room, lockable cabinets are not required. If it’s a shared room, then 
the cabinets hosting Intel’s infrastructure must be locked. 

a. Supplier must ensure that access 
detection and alerting will be 
employed on entry.  

Access control measures, Open door alerts, CCTV monitoring and 
recording etc. are expected for the network room. 

 
 

8. Secure Operation 
 

ISA Expectation  Requirement Description  

8.1. Supplier must ensure that only 
Intel supported systems connect to 
Intel networks 

Non-Intel or Supplier devices are strictly prohibited from connecting 
to the Intel network. ODCs in which Intel provides WTG (Windows To 
Go) dongles to the employee and the supplier provides desktops or 
laptops are the only exception of this control. 

8.2. Supplier must ensure that remote 
access to Intel’s network will be via a 
connection solution approved in 
writing by Intel Information Security.   

Supplier must make sure that CWs are using Intel provided solution 
for remote access. Full VPN access is only allowed through Infosec 
exception process to the granularity of the CW for a limited time 
frame and with valid business justification and mitigation plan. 

8.3. Supplier must provide Intel an up 
to date ODC network diagram which 
shows the current networks, devices 
and data flow. 

Supplier must have a network diagram which includes the flow of 
data, network devices in place their make and model. Supplier may 
work with Intel ICC team to obtain this information. 
This should include any internal firewall rules that manage data flow 
and separation from other networks including the internet, wireless 
networks, etc. (i.e. 8.5) 
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8.4. Supplier will ensure that 
networks for ODCs will be logically 
segregated from other supplier 
networks, the Internet, and any other 
non-Intel networks 

Intel ODC network must be isolated from the rest of the supplier 
networks. Supplier will ensure that only ODC systems can connect to 
the Intel ODC network, ODC systems are not allowed to connect to 
other supplier networks. MAC filtering is one of the recommended 
controls. 

8.5. Supplier will ensure that ODC Lab 
networks will be logically segregated 
from Intel’s network.  

Supplier must segment IGBN (Intel Global Business Network) and Lab 
networks. These networks should not be joined or dual-homed. 
Supplier must ensure that Intel provided laptops are not being 
connected to the Lab network nor should a supplier owned device 
connected to Intel network. MAC address filtering is a recommended 
control. 

8.6. Supplier must ensure that the 
only Internet access for devices 
connected to an Intel network is 
through Intel proxy servers.  

Suppliers must ensure that Intel devices access the internet using 
Intel proxies or via Intel VPN only. Dual-home devices connected to 
different networks at the same time are not allowed. Any exception, 
such as open internet, connection via SED port or Wi-Fi require an 
approved Risk Assessment or Exception from Infosec 

8.7. Wireless access points are not 
allowed on an Intel connected 
network or inside a lab.   

Wireless Access Point must not be connected to Intel network, 
except for cases where there is a business requirement to test 
Wireless AP in which the network must be air-gapped with the 
following AP configuration settings:  

• WPA2 security 

• SSID broadcast disabled 
Non-air-gap networks cases, require an active approved Risk 
Assessment or Exception from Infosec. 

a. If Supplier has a wireless access 
point outside the ODC that is 
accessible inside the ODC, Supplier 
must isolate the access point from 
ODC workers with appropriate 
controls including but not limited to 
MAC address filtering  

Recommended controls are MAC filtering and disabling SSID 
broadcast. 

8.8. If an ODC lab has direct access to 
the Internet, the Supplier must put 
controls in place to prevent Intel 
connected networks from directly 
accessing the Internet.  This includes 
but is not limited to deploying a 
firewall and disabling unused services 
and ports.  

Unused services and ports should be disabled within agreed and 
communicated number of days and should be regularly monitored. 

8.9. Supplier will ensure that personal 
email, public email services, and social 
media platforms of any kind will not 
be used to transmit Intel Information 
Assets or discuss Intel projects 

Supplier must ensure that personal cloud storage, email, public email 
services, and social media platforms of any kind will not be used to 
transmit Intel Information assets or discuss Intel projects. This should 
be mentioned during CW onboarding and refresher trainings and 
must be a part of ODC rules. 
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8.10. Supplier may not use third party 
cloud-based applications and services 
to transmit or store Intel Information 
Assets.  

Supplier must not use third party cloud-based applications and 
services to transmit or store Intel Information assets unless approved 
by Intel in writing. This should be mentioned during CW onboarding 
and refresher trainings and must be a part of ODC rules. CWs must 
use only Intel approved third party cloud-based applications and 
services. 

8.11. Supplier must post a summary 
of information security requirements 
in a location seen by all workers who 
have access to Intel Assets. The 
summary must include, but is not 
limited to     a. Authorized personnel 
are responsible for protecting Intel 
Assets from unauthorized access b. All 
systems, applications, and accesses 
are monitored, and logged c. Account 
sharing is prohibited d. No tailgating 
policy e. Video and audio recordings 
of any kind are prohibited, including 
but not limited to:  cameras, video 
cameras, and smartphones f. 
Removable storage media of any kind 
is prohibited, including but not limited 
to: USB drives, smartphones, 
smartwatches, and cameras g. 
Installing unauthorized or unlicensed 
software is prohibited h. All Intel 
Samples must be locked away when 
not in use i. Desks and work areas, 
including collaboration areas and 
white boards, must be cleared of all 
Intel confidential information when 
unattended or not in use. j. Computer 
screens must be locked when not in 
use. k. No Intel Assets in any form 
may leave the ODC without prior 
written approval from Intel l. Printed 
material containing Intel Information 
Assets must be on colored paper to 
denote it as an Intel Asset.  It must 
always remain inside the ODC.  It 
must be crosscut, or micro-cut 
shredded in the ODC when no longer 
needed. m. Personal email, public 
email services, and social media 

Supplier must post a summary of information security requirements 
in a location seen by all workers who have access to customer's 
Assets. 
 
The summary must include but is not limited to:     
a. Authorized personnel are responsible for protecting customer 
assets from unauthorized access.  
b. All systems, applications, and accesses are monitored and logged.  
c. Account sharing is prohibited. 
d. No tailgating.  
e. Video and audio recordings of any kind are prohibited, including 
but not limited to cameras, video cameras, and smartphones.  
f. Removable storage media of any kind is prohibited, including but 
not limited to USB drives, smartphones, smartwatches, smart glasses, 
and cameras.  
g. Installing unauthorized or unlicensed software is prohibited.  
h. All customer provided samples must be locked away when not in 
use.  
i. Desks and work areas, including collaboration areas and white 
boards, must be cleared of all confidential information when 
unattended or not in use.  
j. Computer screens must be locked when not in use by a password 
protected screen saver.  
k. No customer assets in any form may leave the ODC without prior 
written approval from Intel.  Laptops taken home require prior 
approval. 
l. Printed material containing customer's Information assets must be 
on colored paper to denote it as a customer asset.  It must always 
remain inside the ODC.  It must be crosscut, or micro-cut shredded in 
the ODC when no longer needed.  
m. Personal email, public email services, and social media platforms 
of any kind must not be used to transmit customer Information 
assets.  
n. Third party cloud-based applications and services are not 
authorized to transmit or store customer Information Assets.  
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platforms of any kind must not be 
used to transmit Intel Information 
Assets. n. Third party cloud-based 
applications and services are not 
authorized to transmit or store Intel 
Information Assets.  

 
 

9. Security Incident Response 
 

ISA Expectation  Requirement Description  

9.1. The Supplier’s security incident 
response plan must include an 
emergency response plan for the 
safety and security of ODC workers.  

Supplier must have a documented Incident Response plan. The 
Supplier’s security incident response plan must include an emergency 
response plan for the safety and security of ODC workers. The 
objective of the incident response plan is to prevent potential impact 
like service outage, data loss or theft, and illicit access to 
organizational systems. A Security Incident Response Plan can include 
but not limited to definitions, roles and responsibilities, 
methodology, incident response phases, guidelines for insider threats 
and interaction with law enforcement, and documentation. The plan 
should include information and procedures (reviewed at least 
quarterly) on how to engage Intel to notify of any incident. 

9.2. The Supplier’s security incident 
response plan must be triggered 
when:  

 

a. An alarm has been activated  Types of alarms which should trigger security incident response 
include, but not be limited to fire alarm, smoke detector, door ajar 
alarm, emergency door opening, glass break alarm etc. 

b. An emergency responder enters the 
ODC  

An emergency responder or any non-authorized person enters the 
ODC for any emergencies.   

c. Any Intel Asset is lost or stolen  Example: Intel provided laptop or desktop, WTG dongle, engineering 
sample etc. 

d. Any other event occurs that 
reasonably threatens or may threaten 
the confidentiality, integrity, or 
availability of Intel Assets  

Any other event occurs that reasonably threatens or may threaten 
the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of Intel Intellectual 
property (assets and data) such as Intrusion, damage from natural 
calamity, criminal activity, assault, etc. 

9.3. Logs of security incident events 
must be maintained by Supplier for at 
least 90 days.  

Logs of security incident events must be maintained by Supplier for at 
least 90 days.  
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10. Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery 
 

ISA Expectation  Requirement Description  

10.1. Supplier must implement and 
maintain written business continuity 
and disaster recovery plans, which are 
tested and reviewed at least every 12 
months.   

1. Supplier must have a documented business continuity and disaster 
recovery plan. 
 
2. These plans must be reviewed and tested annually (at minimum). 
 
3.The BC/DR plan, the drill logs and the annual tabletop exercise 
report is auditable by Intel. 

10.2. All Supplier systems must 
implement an industry standard 
backup and restore capability to 
ensure that downtime and recovery 
times do not exceed terms of 
purchase/service agreement.  

Backups must not be intermingled with other non-Intel projects 
including the Supplier’s backups of its own enterprise systems.  Upon 
completion of the project or contract, these backups must be 
securely destroyed after all information that is required has been 
provided to Intel. 

 


